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User Guide

IMPORTANT Please read this user guide 
carefully before use and keep for future 
reference.

The illustrations in this user guide are to be 
used as a guide only.
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Thank you for choosing SnüzPod2  from Snüz, we very much hope that this makes for a great night’s 
sleep for you and your baby. This user guide provides you with the information and guidance 
needed to correctly and safely use your SnüzPod2. Please read carefully.

Uses

For the safety of your baby:
1  When your child is able to roll, sit, kneel or pull itself up, the SnüzPod2 should not be used for this  

 child anymore.

2  Never carry the SnüzPod2 crib or bassinet with your baby inside.

3  Do not use the SnüzPod2 if any part is broken, torn or missing.

4  Only use on hard ground which is horizontal, level and dry.

5  Place your baby with their feet to the foot of the crib, as advised by The Lullaby Trust.

6  When used as a bedside crib, always ensure:

   • That you use the straps provided to attach SnüzPod2 to your bed.

   • You remove the metal pole from the front mesh wall, to allow the wall to fully drop down.

7  If your baby is left unsupervised in the SnüzPod2, ensure that the mesh wall is fully zipped up and   
 properly secured using the metal pole.

8  When using SnüzPod2 away from the parents’ bed, whether on its stand or on any other surface, ensure  
 that the mesh wall is fully zipped up and secured with the metal pole.

9  Do not let pets or other children play unattended near the Crib.

10 The use of cot bumpers and other padded items, including soft toys, are not recommended within  
 the SnüzPod2.

11 A plastic insert on the Fabric Pod helps bridge any gap of up to 5cm between the SnüzPod2 Bassinet   
    frame and your mattress. For gaps over this, we recommend that you do not use the crib in Bedside mode.

12 Check fixings regularly for signs of loosening and re-tighten, being careful not to over-tighten as this may                             
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Bedside Stand-Alone Bassinet
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cause cross-threading. 

for baby and you.



Please see this section for when using your SnüzPod2 as a bedside crib.

Step 1: Attaching the stand to your bed

IMPORTANT

• ALWAYS remove the metal pole from the front mesh wall, to allow the wall to  
fully drop down.

• When not in use after feeding or comforting your baby, we recommend the mesh  
wall is zipped up to provide them with their own sleeping area.

• Attach the SnüzPod2 to your bed as described in this section.

• A plastic insert on the Fabric Pod helps bridge any gap of up to 5cm between the 
SnüzPod2 Bassinet frame and your mattress. For gaps over this, we recommend that 
you do not use the crib in Bedside mode.

Set the correct stand height for your bedA 

Bedside Crib
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When used as a bedside 
crib, always ensure that you 
use the straps provided to 
attach SnüzPod2 to your bed.
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IMPORTANT

• Do not overtighten the strap, as this may 
cause the stand to tilt.

• Ensure that the stand is flush with your 
bed frame.

Affix to your bed using strapsB
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Loop the strap around the back of one of the 
SnüzPod2 stand legs closest to the bed. Take the 
strap over and down the inside of the bed frame 
before bringing back up and clicking the buckles 
together.

Repeat the above steps for the other SnüzPod2  
stand leg.

Pull the strap cord to tighten and bring the stand 
flush with your bed base, being careful not to over 
tighten as this may cause the stand to tilt. 

When the bassinet is located onto the stand, ensure 
that it sits fully down on the stand and is not resting 
on any part on the parents’ bed.
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Frame type bed

We recommend tucking 
any excess strap under your 
bed base, away from babies 
and children.

Bedside Crib



Mattress
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Loop the strap around the back of one of the 
SnüzPod2 stand legs closest to the bed. Take the 
strap up and along the width of the bed base.  
Bring the strap down the other side and  
underneath the bed base, before returning to  
click the buckles together.

Repeat the above steps for the other SnüzPod2  
stand leg.

Pull the strap cord to tighten and bring the stand 
flush with your bed base, being careful not to over 
tighten as this may cause the stand to tilt. 

When the bassinet is located onto the stand, ensure 
that it sits fully down on the stand and is not resting 
on any part on the parents’ bed.
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‘Divan’ or solid based bed

We recommend tucking 
any excess strap under your 
bed base, away from babies 
and children.

Bedside Crib
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Step 2: Adding the Bassinet

IMPORTANT

• Remove the metal pole from the front mesh wall only, to allow the wall to  
fully drop down. Store the metal pole away from the reach of babies and children.

• Retain the metal pole in the rear wall (the wall furthest away from your bed) at all 
times.

• Place the Bassinet onto the stand with the zip-down mesh wall facing your bed.

Remove metal pole from front mesh wallA

✓

Retain the Metal Pole  
in the rear wall at all times.

Bedside Crib
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Place your Bassinet onto the standB

Carefully lower your Bassinet onto 
the stand, ensuring that it is securely 
fixed.

✓ ✗

Bedside Crib
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Step 3: Using your Bedside Crib

User Advice: 
The safest way to use your bedside crib is with the mesh wall up as much as possible. After feeding or 
comforting your baby, we recommend the mesh wall is fully zipped up to provide them with their 
own safe sleeping area. Do not attempt to fold or partially zip up the mesh wall to form a halfway mode.

Easily view your baby

Zip up mesh wall to provide your 
baby with their safe sleeping area

Comforting your baby during the 
night 

Feed with easeZip down mesh wall for easy 
access

1

54

32

Bedside Crib

Do not attempt to fold or partially zip up the mesh wall to form a halfway mode. 

Always ensure that the mesh wall is fully zipped up when your baby is left unsupervised. 

Take care when using zip to avoid catching hands, feet or limbs.  

Ensure the mesh wall does not fall inside the Bassinet when unzipping.

A plastic insert on the Fabric Pod helps bridge any gap of up to 5cm between the             
SnüzPod2 Bassinet frame and your mattress. For gaps over this, we recommend that 
you do not use the SnüzPod2 in Bedside mode. 
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Bassinet

IMPORTANT

• Only use on hard ground which is horizontal, level and dry.

• Ensure that the mesh wall is up and both walls are secured with the metal poles.

• Do not let pets or other children play unattended near the Bassinet.

User Advice: 
Use your Bassinet for daytime naps around the home; with the rocking motion being ideal for helping get 
your little one off to sleep.

Never carry the SnüzPod2 Crib or 
Bassinet with your baby inside.

Ensure both metal poles are secured in 
each fabric wall when using as a Bassinet.

Please see this section for when using the Bassinet off its stand.
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Stand-Alone Crib

IMPORTANT

• Only use on hard ground which is horizontal, level and dry.

• Ensure that the mesh wall is up and both walls are secured with the metal poles.

• Do not let pets or other children play unattended near the Crib.

User Advice: 
Suitable for use up to 6 months, meaning that your baby can stay in your bedroom for longer. The Stand-Alone 
crib mode also makes the transition to your baby’s nursery easier, with your baby remaining in the same crib 
they are used to before taking the daunting leap into a larger cot or cot bed.

✓ ✗

Ensure both 
metal poles are 
secured in each 
fabric wall.

Rockable 
stand which 
you can action

Adjust the height 
of the stand to hole 5 or 6

Please see this section for when using SnüzPod2 as a stand-alone crib.
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Cleaning & Care

✗

Fabric Pod and shelf

Wooden Components

Wipe/sponge clean with a mild 
detergent

Handwash Only

NOT SUITABLE FOR MACHINE 
WASHING

Wipe/sponge clean with a mild 
detergent

Removing the Fabric Pod for Handwashing: 

1 Remove crib mattress.

2 Remove metal poles from the fabric walls.

3 Zip-down and remove the mesh wall (wash separately).

4 Unscrew and lift off one side of the Bassinet, and slide the fabric pod off the dowels.

     Re-tighten all fixings 2 weeks after 
assembly and then regularly thereafter, 
being careful not to over tighten as this 
may cause cross-threading of the screw. 



FAQs
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Conforms to standard BS EN 1130:1997 

Designed in London, England • Made in China

Q. When used as a Bedside Crib, when should I have the mesh wall up or down?

The SnüzPod2 has been designed to provide all the same benefits as bed-sharing, with the zip-down mesh 

wall providing easy access during the night when feeding and comforting. After feeding or comforting your 

baby, we recommend that the mesh wall is fully zipped up to provide them with their own safe sleeping 

area. This reduces fears of baby rolling into parents’ bed and helps prevent any stray duvets or sheets from 

entering into the Bassinet where the baby is sleeping.

Q. When do I need to use the metal poles that secure to the Fabric Pod?

Both metal poles are to be used at all times, apart from when being used as a Bedside Crib. In Bedside Crib 

mode, you must remove the metal pole secured to the side closest to your bed. This will enable you to fully 

zip down the mesh wall for easy access to your baby.

Q. What is the maximum recommended gap between the SnüzPod2 and parent’s bed mattress?

When feeding or comforting your baby, the zip-down mesh wall is designed to fold over and bridge any gap 

of up to 5cm between the SnüzPod2 and your mattress. If the gap is greater than 5cm we recommend that 

you do not use the crib in Bedside mode.

t

Customer care line (UK) 0800 028 1433 
The Little Green Sheep, Unit 18, Stockwood Business Park

Stockwood, Redditch, B96 6SX, United Kingdom

Q. What beds will the SnüzPod2 work with?

The SnüzPod2 is designed to be height adjustable to fit most beds (adult mattress level height  

37cm – 58cm). Straps are provided for use with slatted bedsteads and Divan beds.

Q. Up to what age is the SnüzPod2 suitable

The maximum recommended age for use is up to 6 months, or as soon as your baby is able to roll,  

sit, kneel or pull themselves up. Unlike Moses Baskets (which have an average use of up to 4 months),  

this means your baby can stay in your room for the full 6 months (as recommended).

Q. Is the Fabric Pod washable?

Yes, the Fabric Pod can be hand washed or wiped clean using a warm flannel and a mild detergent.  

The Fabric Pod however is not suitable for Machine Washing and will be damaged if washed in a machine.

Q. Does the stand have a static mode? 

The rocking motion of the stand helps settle your baby to sleep. The SnüzPod2  

is designed to only move when rocked by you, remaining static otherwise.


